
Microtec hobby heat press NA4-0913 is a 9"x13" high-pressure craft heat press machine.

Designed for transferring small size sublimation blanks, this small size heat transfer printing machine is
perfect if you would like to press images, texts, or more on your shirts, pillow covers, towels, phone case,
key ring, metal plate, wood plate, mouse pad, puzzle, photo slate, etc. And this is also a great heat press
transfer machine for any entry-level sublimation business.

With a slide-out design, it is very easy and safe to operate with this new arrival A4 sublimation transfer
printing machine. And the advanced GY-04 digital controller with simple design and clear system ensures
live digital time and temperature readout for accurate results for this popular heat press every time. Also it
is possible to adjust the pressure easily when sublimate items with different thicknesses as this
sublimation machine heat press transfer is equipped with one pressure adjust knob. With small size and
light weight, such NA4-0913 heat transfer printing machine can save much shipping cost if you prefer
sample machines by air freight.  

 





 

Pressure Adjust Knob: To adjust the pressure easily when sublimate items with different
thicknesses.                                                                       

Advanced Digital Controller: Simple design and clear system. It is very easy for user to
operate. Live digital time and temperature readout for accurate results every time.

High-quality Gas Spring: Open smoothly with long service life.

Slide-Out Under Base: With stronger handle, User can draw out the under base without
any difficulty.

 

 Model No. NA4-0913
 Machine Type Manual, Clamshell, Slide-out Under Plate
 Platen Size 9"x13" (23x33cm)
 Controller GY-04 Digital Time & Temp. Control
 Printable Articles Up to 25mm Thickness
 Open Angle 30 degree
 Voltage 120V/ 220V
 Currency 11A/ 20A
 Power 1.6KW/ 1.8KW
 Frequency 50HZ/ 60HZ
 Time Range 0-999 sec.
 Maximum Temp. 225 C
 Temperature Accuracy ±0.5%
 Net Weight  21.9kg 
 Gross Weight  25kg 
 Certification  CE

 



A4 Craft Heat Press Machine NA4-0913 is suitable for any sublimable or transferable product. For example:
T-shirts, MDF board, metallic sheet, slippers and other flat products.

 

https://www.heatpress.cn/products/A4-Heat-Press-Machine-NA4-0913.html


 

 

 

 

Microtec's main objective is to support all our customers, who can manage their heat transfer activities



without interruption. So Microtec offers FREE SPARE PARTS with a quantitative order and the following
guarantee:
* Free lifetime technical support on all heat press machines.
* Two-year warranty
* Five-year warranty on fusions and welds.
* Five-year warranty on the heating plate.
* Six-monthly warranty on the heaters of cups, plates and caps.

 


